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Post-Pandemic Challenges with 
Human Capital for Large Employers
Meet David Levy, CEO of EHE Health, and Greg Mansur, Chief Client O�cer, as they 
explore why a company’s people strategy in the pandemic and post-pandemic era 
continues to point to preventive health as a central principle and active solution. 

Topics Addressed in the Episode

Key Highlights

Resources from This Episode

Watch this episode and more videos in The Future of Work Series here.
Want to know more about how you can improve the health of your business? Get in touch with us.

The Pressures on People Strategy Today On Preventive Health as a Business Solution

• What are the factors contributing to challenges with people strategy today? 
• Why is preventive health an incredibly viable and valuable approach for businesses to take?

• “We're dealing with a nasty situation where people 
have avoided their preventive health visits for sometimes 
up to two years, we're going to be seeing rising 
incidence of cancer and other cardiovascular illnesses. 
We can see declining health status as a result of that.”

• “The workforce has changed, people are leaving the 
workforce.”

• “We're going to have inflation that we really haven't 
seen in 10 or 15 years. In general, healthcare cost 
inflation is about three times the consumer price index. 
Everybody knows what the consumer price index has 
been doing. In the past few months, no letup insight. So I 
think our health economists will tell us what this is going 
to be looking like. So we're really in a whole new 
environment.”

EHE Webinar “Pandemic after the Pandemic”: https://youtu.be/igPb7kW1LiA
Healthcare Inflation, McKinsey: https://mck.co/3SOW0BW

• “I don't know of any other solution besides prevention 
at this point. In the end, I really do not know of anything, 
there's no magic. There's no magic anymore. Here we 
are right now. And I think that we're at a moment in time 
where I think we can be really helpful to our clients and, 
and to employers at large.”

• “I think for large employers, if you can't think about 
how to measure properly, you're never going to figure 
out how to manage properly.”

https://ehe.health/for-employers
https://ehe.health/for-employers/resources/future-of-work/episodes/

